
MARKETING ADMINISTRATOR 
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ROLE: MARKETING ADMINISTRATOR 

TEAM: BRAND AND COMMERCIAL 

TERM: FIXED TERM; FULL-TIME JANUARY–JULY 2021 

REPORTING TO: HEAD OF CONTENT AND ENGAGEMENT 

SALARY:  $65,000 + SUPERANNUATION 

RISING  

RISING is a surge of art, music and ceremony in the heart of Melbourne. 

Taking the place of the Melbourne International Arts Festival and White Night Melbourne, RISING is a major cultural event for the 
Asia Pacific Region created by a diverse team of local, national and international artists and curators. 

RISING will begin on the evening of the total lunar eclipse in May 2021. Interlocking circles of experience and connection will radiate 
through the night, as the city re-synchronises and is re-energised with public art, performance and music spanning the emerging and 
iconic, the epic and intimate. 

The inaugural festival will take place 26 May – 6 June 2021. 

https://rising.melbourne/ 

THE ROLE 

We are looking for	an	arts-loving,	ambitious and adaptable marketing administrator to support the Brand and Commercial team in 
delivering content and engagement activities.	 

RISING has an ambitious festival program and always-on content strategy with varying creative requirements spanning artist and brand 
collaborations, video and broadcast, photography, podcasts, long form writing, eDMs and more. Working within the Brand and 
Commercial team you’ll assist the Marketing Director and Head of Content and Engagement with filing and administration, planning 
and maintaining timelines and supporting our in-house creatives and external agencies to deliver an excellent festival marketing 
campaign.  

You are a planner with meticulous attention to detail – the kind of person who proofreads a text three times before sending. You feel 
confident in a sprawling spreadsheet, a well-crafted timeline fills you with inner peace, and you don’t flinch when tasked with a project 
you haven’t undertaken before. You’re fluent in project management tools and understand how to shape them into useful sources of 
truth, not collecting dust with the team. 

You’re a stickler for accuracy with high standards and sound judgement, but you also recognise you work with human beings, so you’re 
flexible, open and collaborative – particularly when it comes to competing priorities. You’ll write detailed design briefs as needed and 
traffic content briefs from internal stakeholders for the rest of the content team, managing expectations on delivery. You have excellent 
notetaking skills and a good communicator, who follows up loose ends and never assumes – you always reconfirm details and ask 
clarifying questions.  

You are able to adapt to a fluctuating workload and a dynamic, demanding work environment. No one holds you to a higher standard 
than yourself – you believe in personal accountability and understand delegations of authority. You’re comfortable and experienced in 
handling confidential and sensitive information. 

In a nutshell: you have the people and admin skills of an account manager – clients love you, and the time management trickery and 
production deadline juggling of an integrated creative producer – creative teams request you. 

REPORTING INTO THE HEAD OF CONTENT AND ENGAGEMENT, DAY-TO-DAY, YOU WILL: 

• Assist in the creation and implementation of festival and always-on content and campaigns
• Assist in managing team resources and competing production priorities
• Traffic content creation for	festival	channels	including supporting	in-house creatives and external agencies
• Be the marketing team’s point of contact for other departments internally for administrative tasks
• Work with event production teams to collate	assets from artists
• Manage deadlines for the Content and Engagement team
• Assist internal and external partners with content needs and assets
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• Assist the Channel Manager in social and eDM sends 
• Assist with the delivery of marketing benefits for	festival partners	 
• Undertake other tasks as	required by the Marketing Director and Content and Engagement team	 

 

SKILLS YOU’LL NEED: 

Please address the below in your cover letter. Your responses should offer at least one example that shows the necessary experience. 
• Project	management	and timeline management skills, with experience using tools such as Monday.com or similar	 
• Clear and friendly communication and can-do attitude 
• Meticulous attention to detail	in	administration,	filing	and	notetaking 
• Advanced Microsoft Office knowledge (Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Outlook)		 
• Experience writing or working to creative briefs 

 

BONUS POINTS FOR: 

• Previous work experience within	a	festival,	marketing, content or creative environment  
• Experience in web CMS and social media business platforms	 
• Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite	 

LOCATION 

Subject to State Government Covid-19 travel and working from home (WFH) restrictions, the position operates from and is based at 
the RISING office, Level 2, 377 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne. Please note: in the lead-up to the festival, the Marketing Administrator will be 
required to be in Melbourne. 

ACCESS 

 
If you have access requirements that will cause difficulty applying online and you need assistance, please call 03 9662 4242, 
Monday to Friday, between 9AM–5PM. We are only able to respond to accessibility enquiries at this number, for all other queries 
please email jobs@rising.melbourne. 
 
RISING is a new festival aspiring to be a cultural leader in diversity and inclusion. We want our organisation and program to be a 
true reflection of our city representing people of diverse abilities, cultures and backgrounds. We encourage applications from First 
Nations people, those who are culturally and linguistically diverse, and people who have a disability or who are d/Deaf. 
 


